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In regions such as Central Asia, Moscow and Beijing strike an uneasy balance as China's "One Belt, One Road" initiative quietly builds its influence in former Soviet republics that Russia still sees ...
Russia and China: 'Not allies, but better than allies'
European Journal of International Relations ... and Strukov, Vlad 2017. The Popular Geopolitics Feedback Loop: Thinking Beyond the

Russia against the West

Paradigm. Europe-Asia Studies, Vol. 69, ...

The Return of Geopolitics in Europe?
One of the key differences between Western and Asian cultures is their view of ... of the ESADEgeo Center for Global Economy and Geopolitics and distinguished fellow at the Brookings Institution.
Europe s Smart Pivot: The European Union in the Asian Century
A natural gas pipeline being built under the Baltic Sea from Russia to the German coast is shaking up geopolitics. Nord Stream 2, as it

s called, fuels worries in the U.S. and beyond that the ...

Why the World Worries About Russia s Nord Stream 2 Pipeline
Much of the current Western debate on the future of Asian geopolitics suffers from three ... interventions after the displacement of European powers from Central and South America, or the European ...
China's unrivaled economic power will define Asia's political future
Transaction services was affected by the pandemic in two significant ways. One was on the cash management side, where there was a forced acceleration of digital initiatives and of their take-up by ...
Asia s best bank for transaction services 2021: HSBC
As the United States has come to recognize the twenty-first century as a period of renewed great power competition, geopolitics and geostrategy have seen a major revival in American foreign policy d ...
Remembering the Geography in Geopolitics and Indo-Pacific Discourse
When reporting on how nations react to the latest egregious actions by authoritarian states, both governments and media in Canada, and the United States, often use the phrase

Western nations.

...

Determining Canada s role in the new great game
Volodymyr Zelensky has restated Ukraine s position supporting the unity of China and Xi Jinping said China supported the territorial integrity of Ukraine.
As China and Ukraine vow infrastructure cooperation, Kyiv offers to be Beijing s bridge to Europe
This marks an important new era for the geopolitics of China s climate leadership ... China will now be judged on an increasingly level playing field to the United States, European Union, and regional ...
The New Geopolitics of China s Climate Leadership
In 1899, Swedish political scientist Rudolf Kjellen coined the term geopolitics to describe the activities of hyperactive European states ... Western Europe and East Asia, transit states in ...
Looking at the world through the lens of geoenergy
While the EU has spent several years developing a climate security strategy, it needs a more comprehensive approach to the geopolitics of climate change if it is to tackle fully the strategic ...
The EU s Indirect and Defensive Approach to Climate Security
Hot IPO momentum from Q1 continued into Q2 resulting in the most active second quarter by deal numbers and proceeds in the last 20 years. While Q1 2021 was dominated by special purpose acquisition ...
Global IPO momentum continues record-breaking pace through 1H 2021
European investors are likely to look beyond China following the suspension of an investment agreement. Strong diplomatic relations and trade ties with Vietnam mean the Southeast Asian country is ...
Vietnam to gain as EU-China investment pact stalls
These ruminations from the masters have actionable implications for Alaskan and national leaders. Shipping, for one. The United States needs seagoing forces able to facilitate maritime movement in ...
The Next Front in American War Is... Alaska?
This weekend, Chinese State Councillor and Foreign Minister Wang Li used a rather different phrase to describe their partnership: "Not an alliance, but better than allies." It was an unusual turn of ...
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